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THE LENAIR SELF(S) HEALING CENTER, INC.  
DISCLAIMER, PRIVATE LICENSE AND INFORMED CONSENT AGREEMENT 

 

I______________________ understand that the Self(s)* Healing Experience™ (SHE) is 
facilitated through its founder, Rhonda Lenair, in-person and via the telephone, and/or in a 
group. Through what SHE offers (the Self(s) Healing Experience and Rhonda Lenair as ONE 
becomes), I am primed to experience Self(s) enlightenment. What SHE offers is an expressive 
association experience can also be described as Hypnoparity™ that coincides with ministration 
that rises from a state of Being transcendence, one is primed to become the infinite ONE as and 
in the state of pure Being and primed to transcend what was problematic that obstructed inner 
Peace.  

Through Hypnoparity™: a state where two separate finite beings, in tandem, transcend stress and 
tension of the conscious mind.  Through transcendence, in a conscious sleep-dream like plane, 
two are seamlessly awakened in a realm of where pure consciousness presides.  Through 
Hypnoparity, two are primed to transcend their finite individual intellects into ONE infinite 
intelligence that supersedes the limitations of time and space into one vast realm of limitlessness.  

This innate intelligence that flows through what SHE offers is unmuted verbally, and reflects in 
all ways what I am 'ripe' to hear to repair and/or comprehend, what I am primed to transcend 
and/or outgrow, or grow into through all levels of consciousness. What I hear is unedited truth 
that comes through me and back to me through Rhonda's voice. This might be, but not limited to, 
through metaphors, iterations, dissertations, observations, and/or Poemantras™. Poemantras are 
Self(s) composed, conceived and received calibrated poetic verse, that centers life on their life 
course. Through insights, foresights and in hindsight that tell, how a life to be whole, happy and 
well.  

*Self(s): ONE infinite eternal, macrocosm of intelligence and light energy that is constantly 
subdividing into finite microcosms of condensed physical matter, each representing ONE whole 
and one whole part of ONE communicatory being that IS pure intelligence.  

 
ABOUT RHONDA LENAIR 

In 1987, Rhonda Lenair incorporated her first center in Massachusetts and began offering her 
private services. Rhonda was quickly defined and described by the media and clients as the 
‘healer of addictions’ because of how rapidly many out of control issues would cease.  Rhonda is 
still described that way today, despite the fact that out of control problems are not the objective 
of the experience she now offers.  Back then this was a primary perceived benefit of the services 
that Rhonda provided, thus people may misconstrue that Rhonda offers services to address out of 
control problems.   As the services Rhonda offered evolved, into an experience, resolving out of 
control issues outgrew being an objective of the experience SHE offers today.  The objective of 
the services SHE offers today is to attain the sanctity of inner peace. Clients may still report their 
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out of control problems are out grown in her presence but understand it is a byproduct of what 
SHE produces, not the objective.  

The in-person experience is comprised of multiple phases and is generally completed within two 
to four hours.  In phase I, I will meet Rhonda Lenair and through what SHE offers I am Self(s) 
oriented and acclimated. During Phase II, I will feel a gentle, symbolic touch with Rhonda's 
hands on my upper head and/or forehead region. This touch signifies and symbolizes through 
Rhonda's hands that she is connecting with me both physically and non-physically, as ONE 
Self(s) being (non-physical) and one (self-physical) being as ONE.  I will be fully clothed and 
resting on a couch during all phases of the experience. During Phase III, Rhonda continues 
reiterating the information my system produced and additional information will continue during 
this phase. 

Phases II and III are repeated two more times until the experience ends.   

SHE transforms energy through Self(s) spoken truth that I hear and produce energetically and 
non-physically that Coincides with what was, is, and primed to be. All of the information I will 
be subject to comes from my Self(s) (infinite) but relates back to myself (finite) through 
Rhonda's voice. One is primed to transcend to a state and plane, where all life complete coexists 
as ONE Self(s) and one’s self being lives, in essence life IS.  

 
DISCLAIMER 

This Disclaimer contains important information that needs to be shared with you and for 
you to understand. Please be advised of the following: 

The Self(s) Healing Experience and Rhonda Lenair are not substitutes or replacements for 
medical or psychological diagnosis, care, or any treatment by a licensed health care professional. 
The experience is not a therapy, treatment or program but an 'experience'. If you are physically 
or mentally ill or have any symptoms, you should consult a licensed health care professional and 
not rely on this experience as it only complements traditional medical care and only with the 
approval of your doctor or chosen health care provider. Likewise, if you are pregnant, nursing or 
consenting to the evaluation of a child, you are advised to consult with a trained medical 
practitioner before implementing anything that comes through this experience. The services that 
SHE offers are not licensed or certified by any state or locale.  You should never engage in any 
spiritual ministration or other energy work without the prior knowledge or approval of your 
healthcare provider. You should never discontinue any treatment or medication that your 
licensed health care provider has prescribed. You must refrain from using alcoholic beverages 
and any self-prescribed and/or recreational drugs for 24 hours prior to your in-person sessions. 
Do not engage in any energy work, program and/or modality for a minimum of one week 
following your experience, as doing so can neutralize and affect its benefits. (For the in-person 
experience only.)  

Rhonda Lenair is not a medical doctor and does not practice medicine and I acknowledge that 
she has not presented herself as a practitioner of allopathic medicine or any of its branches, 
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naturopathic medicine, or a licensed, certified, or registered counselor. Rhonda holds no degrees, 
certificates, or licenses for the experience she offers. She is the founder of the Self(s) Healing 
Experience (SHE) and has been solely engaged in Self(s) transformational energy work since 
1987.  

 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

 

I seek Ms. Lenair's services in-person or on the telephone for her ability to vocally reflect 
what my system discloses through multiple levels of consciousness that emanates from an 
infinite intelligence within my finite being. Through insights, foresights, and in hindsight, 
Rhonda's voice reiterates knowledge that my system produces, and in doing so I 
acknowledge that I am aware of, understand, and agree to the following points: 

1. Any recommendations I hear and/or receive are Self(s) educational. The Self(s) Healing 
Experience is nonmedical and does not offer any treatments or therapies for medical or 
psychological conditions nor claims to alleviate, administer to, cure, diagnose, heal, mitigate, 
prevent, relieve, or treat any ailment, condition (physical, emotional, nutritional), complaint, 
defect, deformity, disease, disorder, injury, or to apply medical, mental health or human 
development principles, or for rehabilitation of individuals, or any human disease, pain, injury, 
deformity or physical condition. Likewise, any lifestyle changes and/or other feedback that 
comes forth from and through my system are Self(s) educational and not for medicinal or 
curative purposes.  

2. If references to any resources for products or services are made, Ms. Lenair neither endorses 
nor guarantees such products or services: her intentions in identifying resources are purely 
informational and I have taken it as such.  

3. I seek Ms. Lenair's assistance freely and of my own accord, with my Informed Consent, and 
without coercion or duress and with full knowledge of the limitations of the services that Ms. 
Lenair offers. I understand that the objective of what SHE offers is to assist me reach a state of 
inner peace. I privately license Ms. Lenair to provide the services I seek from her. 

4. During the course of any session, my system may produce metaphors or "Poemantras" (Self(s) 
composed poetic verse and insights that recalibrate like a mantra). I understand that these 
writings are copyright material of The Lenair Self(s) Healing Center and may be used in 
accordance with copyright law; however, The Lenair Self(s) Healing Center will not use any of 
these materials for any purpose if the material in any way references my name or likeness, or it 
can be inferred through these writings that they are about me, unless I provide specific written 
permission for it to be used. Likewise, I will not publish these materials without written 
permission from Rhonda Lenair or The Lenair Self(s) Healing Center and properly 
acknowledging and attributing to receiving it by and/or through Rhonda Lenair's physiology.  
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SHE IN-PERSON, VIA PHONE; CANCELLATIONS 

1. I understand that all fees for the in-person or telephone experience phone are non-refundable 
and due in full when scheduling.  If I must rearrange my scheduled appointment due to a life 
death situation or emergency or a severe weather condition that prohibits traveling, another 
appointment time will be issued. I also agree not to record any in-office sessions or telephone 
consultations.  

2. I understand that a what SHE offers via phone has a baseline fee and that any time I choose to 
extend beyond the basic 20-minute time, will be prorated based on the fee for the SHE via 
phone. If I choose to continue I do not have to make that decision until 20 minutes is completed.  
And if I do at that time the additional fee will be charged to my credit card on file that extends 
beyond 20 minutes.  

I also understand that without a notice of 24-hours, I will not be able to rearrange the SHE via 
phone appointment and will be responsible in full for the charges for the session.  

 
PRIVATE LICENSE CONSENT CONCERNING SERVICES 

I understand that I am scheduled for the Self(s) Healing Experience and not for any condition, 
addiction or out-of-control problem, which is not the objective of the experience.  

I understand that the work of Rhonda Lenair is unproven and/or not accepted or evaluated by the 
American Medical Association, the Food and Drug Administration, or other state, federal, or 
regulatory agencies, but still desire to undergo the Self(s) Healing Experience (SHE) provided by 
Rhonda Lenair.  

Any information, stories, examples, articles, reviews or testimonials presented during the 
experience do not constitute a warranty, guarantee, or prediction regarding the outcome of an 
individual using any such material contained therein for any particular purpose or issue. While 
all materials are offered in good faith, the accuracy, validity, effectiveness, completeness, or 
usefulness of any information therein cannot be guaranteed. The Self(s) Healing Experience and 
Rhonda Lenair accepts no responsibility or liability whatsoever for the use or misuse of the 
information contained in the experience. 

As a client, by signing this agreement, I agree to fully release, indemnify and hold harmless 
Rhonda Lenair, The Lenair Self(s) Healing Center Inc. or any of its employees or officers from 
claims or actions in connection with the recommendations that my system identified as beneficial 
to me and I have chosen to follow as they do not offer any promises, warranties or assurances for 
any SHE in-person or on the telephone. In addition, I hereby waive, release and discharge 
Rhonda Lenair, the Lenair Self(s) Healing Center Inc. or any of its employees or officers from all 
actions, claims or demands my heirs, guardians, legal representatives or assigns, now have, or 
may hereafter have for injury or damages resulting from my consultations and work with her.  
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I represent that I am in full control of my mental faculties, am over 18 year of age, and have full 
capacity to enter into contracts. I have carefully read this agreement and fully understand its 
contents. I am aware that this is a waiver and release of potential liability and a contract between 
Rhonda Lenair, The Lenair Self(s) Healing Center and myself and sign it of my own free will.  

As a parent of a minor, I agree to indemnify and hold harmless Rhonda Lenair, the Lenair Self(s) 
Healing Center Inc. or any of its employees or officers from claims or actions brought on behalf 
of my child in connection with recommendations through the Self(s) Healing Experience. I 
understand that any information that comes through the experience and what I share with you 
during any session is always kept strictly confidential.   

I further fully release Rhonda Lenair and The Lenair Self(s) Healing Center Inc. from any claim 
or liability whatsoever and for any damage or injury, personal, emotional, psychological, 
financial or otherwise, which I may incur arising at any time out of or in relation to my use of the 
SHE experience and the information and other materials contained therein. If any court of law 
rules that any part of this Agreement is invalid, the Agreement stands as if those parts were 
struck out. 
 
Signed: __________________________________________Date: ____________________  

(If not client, person legally authorized to consent for client)  

___________________________________Relationship to client if other  than yourself Ms. Lenair  

Copyright © 2017 /The Lenair Self(s) Healing Center, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Self(s) ™, Poemantra™ 

and Hypnoparity™ are trademarks of The Lenair Self(s) Healing Center, Inc. 

PERSONAL INFORMATION FORM (please print)  

NAME: ________________________________________________________ 

DATE OF BIRTH: ________________________________________________  

ADDRESS: ______________________________________________________  

CITY: _____________________________ STATE: ______ ZIP: ____________  

TELEPHONE NUMBER: __________________________________________  

                                                    (The number Ms. Lenair will use to contact you.)  

ALTERNATE NUMBER: ___________________________________________  

EMAIL ADDRESS: ________________________________________________  

HOW YOU WERE REFERRED: 


